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Ben hogan swing plane

Joe Pleecker is the head of Swing AI, a company partly owned by golf's parent company, 8am GOLF. To get your swing index, register and download the app today! Ben Hogan's ball was legendary, perhaps the best the game has ever seen. But even his movement had good and bad years, and he would spend hours in the area trying to,
like the famous qupped, dig answers out of the dirt. In fact, it took Hogan a decade to notch his first professional solo win - his early game plagued by a hook, the result of an overly strong lead-hand grip and insufficient body rotation. Weakening his grip after a series of trial and error experiments was a key step that finally transformed
Hogan's swing into the one we admire today. So, to better understand how his swing evolved from this point, I assigned Hogan a Swing Index with the help of the same AI technology that powers our Swing Index App. The scores you see are scored against Hogan's capabilities, lose voltage (a hook, in this case) and body type. No two 10s
are equal- the perfect swing depends on who is driving the club. It took Hogan a few years, but eventually he found his own. - Joe Pleecker The Backswing Look at Hogan's upper body - he's fully rotating and his levers are all set. The club is past parallel, but the path of the lead arm and the manhole are dead on the plane. I love the strain
on his right foot and the way he presses the inside of his right foot. That's rock solid stuff. Just a few dinks on some alignment and grip issues in the tackle. The Downswing With a stronger left handle and less body rotation, Hogan's clubface in his earlier days was often closed on impact. When Hogan changed his hand lead-handle while
also incorporating more lower-body lateral movement and rotation, it helped him square up his body and build a very stable clubface to impact. That's how hogan's legendary fading end. The End I really like how Hogan turns his right shoulder in front of his left hip to finish his swing. It's proof of how aggressively Hogan moved and I rotated
through the ball and then into it. His weight has circulated on his left side, but there is no imbalance. yes, that's 10. Results Editors note: The current one was Hogan's swing results at the beginning of his career. The potential was Hogan's swing results at the height of his career. Want to find your swing pointer? Download the Swing app
Here. To receive GOLF's totals, register for free here. As you have no doubt knows, the swing plane is so important in terms of distance, direction and consistency. And if you have the swing plane right, you'll have way more chance of hitting good shots consistently. So today you will find out exactly what the swing plane is, then we will
move on to some more detailed aspects of it and what you need to do to have a consistently good golf swing! When you start looking on the swing plane you can get confused - FAST! It is an area where the most scientific/mechanical types seem to have a field day. And if you're not that way inclined you can read and watch some things
on the swing plane that will only give you a headache! Now, the swing plane has become popular for the first time thanks to Ben Hogan and his image of a glass. When Ben Hogan was talking about the swing plane in terms of glazing, he wanted left hand, hands, club etc. But when Ben Hogan's famous five-course book was published in
1957, they didn't have the technology as we do today to dissect golf swing in the nth grade. And so the concepts of the swing plane have evolved a lot from the simple portrayal that Ben Hogan gave us. So, what's a golf plane? Well, the golf swing plane is a fantastic flat service used to determine which course certain body parts and club
travel across the golf swing. That may sound stupid, but it has to be said. The golf club can't move on its own. Many times when people look at the swing plane they only look at the shaft. But the axis moves only as a result of body movements. So you need to look very carefully at the plane your body is moving up when looking at the
swing plane. There are three swing planes in golf swing, and it is: 1. The backswing plane 2. Plane 3. The next plane It is important to note that I said above certain parts of the body and club, because when you swing your shoulders move on a plane. Your elbows are moving on a plane. Your hands move on a plane, your club moves on
a plane etc, etc. That's why, if you see someone analyzing a golf swing, you'll draw a lot of lines to try to analyze what plane different body parts and club are moving. When you wobble, you obviously swing in a circular pattern. And because you're bent when your swing plane swings it tilts. How much he leans depends on the height of the
player, how they stand on the ball, the club used etc etc. There are many different variables. So not everyone will have the same swing plane because of this. And so there isn't an expensive plane for everyone. When I say that, I'm talking about absolute degrees of the swing plane. But there are good benchmarks every golfer can use,
and I'm going to discuss these in this swing plane training series. When you hear about the swing plane often people who say so and so have a flat swing plane, or this golfer has a steep swing plane. When people say that, what do they refer to? Most of the time they refer to the angle of the axis. And a good good It's halfway to the back
tow. One famous golf pro who is said to have a flat swing plane is Zach Johnson. Here's a photo of Zach at half point in his golf swing. Zack's using a plane to hit the golf ball. So anyone who is a fan of a golf swing plane will not say that Zach's swing is flat. They'll say he's on the plane. This is where the golf instructors get into arguments
and down I'm going to talk more about one swing plane, two swing plane etc. But for now, notice that at half-point way to his back, the club axis points out side of the ball. Now compare this to perhaps the most extreme case of a two-plane swing, and that's Jim Furyk. Look where the shaft points to half the point on his back. If you
compare these two swing planes, is there any wonder amateur golfers are confused about the swing plane?! I imagine you are the same as me, in that you exchange your record playing with either of these two players given the choice!  Thus, the golf swing plane is a combination of movement (arc) of shoulders, arms, hands and club
mainly. And this is measured and analyzed in straight lines... so it's 2d. I've seen 3d swing airplane software and resolution, but for this swing plane series I'm not even going there! I hope it's a simple explanation and everyone is on the same page. If not, don't worry, because over this swing plane range, you should hope to get a much
better understanding of it and what you should be trying to do with your swing plane. Then I'm going to look at the different types of swing golf plane, e.g. the one swing plane, the two swing swing plane etc. I'll give you examples of every type of player, so I hope you should find that interesting and informative. In this article I'm going to
explain what a plane's swing is, and what a two-plane swing is... in plain language... I hope!  The differences between a swing plane and two swing planes are pretty obvious... When you know what to look for. So let's start this conversation with a look at a golf swing plane. Two of the most famous plane swingers were Ben Hogan and
Moe Norman. Mo Norman is more extreme than Ben Hogan, so we'll see him first. When you see Moe Norman setup it seems very strange. Here is a picture of his installation and I have drawn a line through the shaft, which passes through the middle of his back (this is important, so keep this in mind as we move through it): As you will
notice ... Moe's hands are too and his club is back a foot or so off the ball. Now the key to a swing of a plane, is to maintain the club shaft alongside the line created in the setup. Then the goal is to get the club shaft back to the same level line created during installation once you reach impact. I'll show you images from a video of Moe
Norman doing this. Backswing Downswing Effects Continuity In critical parts in the clubshaft of Moe swing is parallel to the axis line that started with the installation. Moe has a pretty unusual looking swing though. I don't know who came up with the term 'Natural Golf', but that doesn't seem too natural to me! So let's look at the more
normal installation and swing of the golf legend, Ben Hogan. Setup Backswing Downswing Effects Continue-Through So that's a look at a couple of famous swing of a plane. There is a measurement that you can use to determine whether a golfer has a plane or two swing plane. I'll give it to you later in this article. But before we move on to
two plane swings, I just want to make a very important point about a plane swing. In addition to Ben Hogan and Mo Norman, they hit the ball with one plane... hit an awaful many balls (ie millions)! And that leads nicely to my next point, which may explain why they had to do this... Pretty much every golfer who starts playing the game of
golf, swings with a two-plane golf swing. Jack Nicklaus has a classic two swing golf plane, so let's look at his swing plane... Setup Backswing Downswing Effects Continue-Through Now here's an extreme opposite of Moe Norman. Jim Furyk and his two planes. Installation Backswing Downswing Effects Continue-Through Wow... Jim has
a lot to do with his plane! But he's a great golfer who proves that you can play great golf with a two-plane swing, just like you can with an airplane swing. My personal opinion, based on golfers being great with a swing plane, is that you have to hit a lot of balls to work. If you don't want to be a series rat, then a two-plane swing or a hybrid
swing plane is what you should look to do. Then I'm going to talk about a hybrid swing plane, because I think that's the way to go – and I'll explain why below. I just want to point out an easy way to measure whether a swing is a swing of a plane or a swing of two planes. Because at half way point to backswing and downswing, a person
can have what looks like a swing plane and yet be a two-plane golf swing. You can measure this yourself (for your own swing) if you have a video and some golf swing video analysis software. What you do is get to the top of the golfer's swing and measure the angle of the left arm the angle of the shoulders. If the angle difference is less
than 12 degrees, then it's a swing of an airplane. If it's over 12 degrees, then it's a two-plane swing. Here are some examples of a swing level: Ben Hogan - 2 Degrees Difference Moe Norman - 0 Degrees Difference Zac Johnson - 7 Degrees Difference Matt Kucher - 1 Degree Difference OK, let's look at the differences between some
famous two plane swingers: Jack Nicklaus Nicklaus 28 Degrees Difference Jim Furyk - 48 Degrees Difference David Toms - 35 Degrees Difference Fred Couples - 39 Degrees Difference So I hope now you have a clear understanding of the main differences between a swing plane and two swing planes. As I've already said, I don't think
any extreme version is correct. I would never learn someone to swing like Mo Norman. Also, I would never taught someone to swing like Jim Furyk. I like the middle ground and the two swing plane theories have their good points that I think can merge into a great golf swing. Below we will show you a great major winning golf swing that
puts my theory into practice. And now you know what to look for if you're analyzing your own plane to tell if it's a plane or a plane. Introducing the hybrid golf swing plane A great tenant of a golf swing plane is to return the golf club back to the same position it was (in terms of the axle plane line) at the address. That's what Mo Norman and
Ben Hogan did. But let's see how some of golf's top players in the last 10 years fare in this regard. 1. Tiger Woods 2. Adam Scott 3. Phil Mickelson 4. Rory McIlroy 5. Justin Rose 6. Henrik Stenson 7. Matt Kutcher 8. Brad Sneder 9. Steve Stricker 10. Jason Duffner So 9 of the top 10 golfers in the world over the last 10 years DO NOT
return the clubface to the same plane line that started at the address (Steve Stricker does). Why did I show you this? Because I think the plane line should be more vertical than a swing of an airplane, and not as vertical as a two-plane swing. Somewhere in the middle. One great model I'll show you in a minute about this is Louis
Oosthuizen. But these impact images raise the question... Are they trying to do that? The answer is no! Because it has been proven that golf swing moves way too quickly to impact to consciously do anything. So what happens on impact is this... The forces are so big on impact that the hands are drawn. This is just a natural occurrence of
modern, strong golf swing. So it made me think how it would be good to swing on a plane that is similar to what happens on impact. Because you can talk as much as you want about a plane and two plane swinges (in terms of backswing and shoulder level, left arm angle etc.). But at the end of the day, it's what happens to an impact that
matters. So hybrid golf swing plane my theory, is to swing back, so that at half point on the golf course swing the club shaft points down to the ball. Then, in half in the downswing, the clubshaft again points to the ball. Now I'm going to show you this theory in action on one of the best joints on the planet. Louis Oosthuizen is the 2010 Open
Champion and has a golf swing that many believe is one of the best among professional Let's test my theory about the plane, and I'll draw a line through his trap at the address right through the middle of his back. Setup Half-Way Back Half-Way Down Impact Follow-Through Pretty Damn Good Swing, with a very consistent swing plane! If
you remember, in the last article I told me a way to see if a person swings on a swing plane, is to measure at the top of their swing the angle of the left arm and shoulders. And if there's a difference of less than 12 degrees, then they have a plane. Let's see what the difference is for Louis: Louis Oosthuizen - 22 Degrees Difference
Compare that to Moe Norman and Jim Furyk. Ends of a plane and two plane swings: Moe Norman (A Swinger Plane) - 0 Degrees Difference Jim Furyk (Two Swinger Plane) - 48 Degrees Difference And if you split the difference between these extremes you get 24 degrees. Louis Oosthuizen at 22 degrees Difference is almost bang in the
middle. And this swing plane that Lewis uses is what I call the Hybrid Swing Plane. I have a swing program in which I'm going to teach you how to make a consistent plane like this... so watch out for an email for that program soon.  Having a consistent golf swing plane will help you hit straight, longer and more consistent golf shots. So if
you lack consistency in your impressive ball, working to make your golf swing plane more consistent can only help you improve your impressive consistency ball. Anyway, I hope this series I've given you on the swing plane has clarified a lot of issues you had with understanding the swing plane. And I hope that now you have a very clear
idea of what swing plane should swing back, down and in.  ______ I hope you enjoyed that swing plane series from Jeff Richmond.  Jeff has a great program that helps you build a consistent swing plane.   This is Golf. Simplified. Alex Fortey 3 steps on a simple swing plane
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